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Abstract
We present time-domain measurements and modelling of the CH4 𝜈1 vibrational Q-branch,
as well as simultaneous temperature acquisition from the CH4 and N2 vibrational Qbranches using broadband hybrid femtosecond/picosecond coherent anti-Stokes Raman
scattering (fs/ps CARS). Accurate measurements with fs/ps CARS require knowledge of
the time-domain response of the probed molecule at different temperatures and pressures.
In this work, a fs/ps CARS model was developed for the CH4 𝜈1 Q-branch and validated
using time-resolved probe delay scans at pressures between 70 and 600 Torr and
temperatures between 295 and 1000 K. A simplified modified exponential energy gap
model was used to determine the linewidths of the Raman transitions within the Q-branch.
Total Q-branch linewidths for the entire explored parameter space were also determined
from the probe delay scans. This enabled quantitative measurements of CH4 with fs/ps
CARS as well as the temperature through the hot bands of the CH4 𝜈1 Q-branch. With a
broadband fs laser pulse in a two-beam phase matching scheme, the N2 Q-branch and CH4
𝜈1 Q-branch were simultaneously measured in a heated cell, and the temperatures from
each molecule’s spectra was evaluated. The fitted temperatures corresponded well with
differences ranging from 4 to 17%. It was also shown that exchanging 90% of CH4 for N2
or Ar at 295 K and 500 Torr did not significantly impact the normalized time-domain signal
prior to a 100 picosecond probe delay. Spatially resolved one-dimensional (1-D)
thermometry using the CH4 Q-branch was also demonstrated with an imaged spatial
resolution of 40 microns. With the developed model, 1-D quantitative measurements of
CH4 concentration and temperature can be measured with time resolution of tens of
picoseconds.
Keywords: Laser diagnostics, coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering, thermometry,
femtosecond/picosecond CARS, methane, ultrafast spectroscopy
1. Introduction
Methane is a major component in natural gas and there is significant interest in its
usage for power generation [1], vehicle engines [2], carbon nanomaterials [3], and chemical
reforming [4–7] to more valuable higher hydrocarbons. Furthermore, methane is a potent
greenhouse gas, and further development of efficient chemical or energy conversion of
methane into valuable carbon materials, hydrogen, and chemicals will be important for
limiting global temperature increases to below 1.5°C [8]. Therefore, it is necessary to be
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able to quantitatively detect the time history of number density and temperature of methane
molecules in non-equilibrium heterogeneous reactive systems with high spatial resolution,
particularly near solid-gas interfaces.
Laser-based in-situ detection of methane and its use as a probe molecule for
thermometry and speciation is well-established, particularly with absorption [9–15] and
Raman techniques [16–24]. Laser absorption spectroscopy of CH4, particularly with
tunable diode lasers in the mid-infrared, have shown high sensitivity even in harsh
environments, such as shock tubes for kinetic studies. For instance, detection sensitivity of
CH4 below 10 parts-per-million was demonstrated in a C3H8 pyrolysis shock tube
experiment, capturing a 1 millisecond time-series with sub-microsecond time resolution
[14]. However, laser absorption is integrated across the line-of-sight, making localized
measurements along the laser propagation direction difficult to achieve. In addition,
pressure-broadening coefficients in mixtures other than air are not well-documented in
databases like HITRAN [25], requiring separate calibration as was done in [14].
Furthermore, thermometry typically requires frequency scanning across at least two
absorption features, which limits the time resolution to the scanning speed [26]. Using a
chirped supercontinuum laser alleviates this issue due to the pulsed nature of the laser, but
the measurement is still path integrated [15]. Spatially resolved spontaneous Raman
scattering measurements simultaneously imaged along the laser propagation direction are
possible and such measurements have been conducted in flames and non-equilibrium
plasmas [27,28]. However, spontaneous Raman scattering is a weak process with crosssections over three orders of magnitude smaller than those of Rayleigh scattering [29,30].
This requires the use of high energy lasers for sufficient signal, such as in [24] where four
lasers were employed to achieve 1.4 J of pulse energy across 400 ns without optical
breakdown. Coherently driving the Raman process can overcome limitations from the
small spontaneous Raman cross-sections. One such method is coherent anti-Stokes Raman
scattering (CARS), which can enhance the Raman signal by several orders of magnitude
[31] when using nanosecond pulse width lasers (ns CARS). This enabled acquisition of
spatially resolved one-dimensional Raman images in flames [32,33]. However, a major
challenge for ns CARS is the elimination of the non-resonant background from four wave
mixing and methods for non-resonant background suppression have been developed over
the years [34–36]. However, these methods can reduce the signal by a factor of 2 or more.
In this work, we further develop an ultrafast variant of CARS, hybrid
femtosecond/picosecond coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (fs/ps CARS) [37–49], for
detection and thermometry of the CH4 𝜈1 symmetric stretch vibrational Raman Q-branch.
The advantages of fs/ps CARS include simultaneous detection of many Raman transitions
using a broadband femtosecond laser with tens to hundreds of microns of spatial resolution
[41,49]. The non-resonant background is avoided by delaying the spectrally narrow
picosecond probe pulse with respect to the femtosecond pulse such that they do not overlap
in time. With high intensity ultrashort pulses, the nonlinear optical interaction is
significantly enhanced compared to ns CARS. The high peak intensity enables highly
localized near surface measurements with one dimensional spatial resolution normal to the
surface [49–51] or two dimensional images [42] with picosecond temporal resolution . In
addition, methane as a probe molecule is attractive due to its high polarizability and
correspondingly large Raman cross-section for the 𝜈1 Q-branch, which is 8.6 times that of
the N2 Q-branch [52]. For CARS, the signal intensity scales with the square of the Raman
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cross-section, making CH4 signals more than 70 times stronger than N2 Q-branch signals.
Moreover, in applications like methane reforming, only methane is the major species and
no nitrogen exists.
In the past four decades, the CH4 𝜈1 symmetric stretch Q-branch spectrum has been
successfully characterized with high spectral resolution using stimulated Raman scattering
(SRS) [53], ns CARS [19–21], and continuous wave CARS (CW CARS) [16–18]. For
instance in [17], the rotational structure of the 𝜈1 Q-branch was resolved and assigned with
0.002 cm-1 using CW CARS. However, an in-depth characterization of the CH4 𝜈1 hot band
and validated set of Raman transition frequencies and intensities has only been recently
available for simulating CARS and spontaneous Raman scattering hot CH4 𝜈1 Q-branch
spectra [21–24]. In these works, CARS and spontaneous Raman scattering measurements
of CH4 at different temperatures were used to verify the capability of the CH4 𝜈1 Q-branch
for thermometry. However, to our knowledge, a similar effort for using fs/ps CARS to
perform CH4 thermometry has not been reported.
In fs/ps CARS, the frequency difference of the pump and Stokes photons provided
by the femtosecond laser coherently couples with the ro-vibrational energy levels of the
probed molecules. The time delayed picosecond probe scatters off the established
coherence and produces the anti-Stokes Raman signal photons. Since the probe laser is
delayed, the coherently excited ro-vibrational modes decay depending on the lifetime of
the Raman transitions and their decay rates. For an isolated Raman transition, the
exponential decay time constant, 𝜏, can be related to the Raman Lorentzian linewidth,
Γ, via the relationship: Γ = (2𝜋𝑐𝜏)−1 , where c is the speed of light. This can be understood
on the basis that the Fourier transform of a decaying complex exponential function is the
Lorentzian function [54]. On the picosecond time scale of the probe delays, the linewidths
are assumed to be governed by collisional rotational energy transfer [39]. As a result,
accurate models of the decay rates including collisional energy transfer in the time-domain
or the Raman line widths in the frequency-domain are necessary when interpreting fs/ps
CARS spectra. Furthermore, if the pressure dependences of the linewidths are known, they
can be exploited to make simultaneous pressure, concentration, and temperature
measurements [55,56]. A significant portion of the literature focuses on directly measuring
these linewidths in the time domain using time-resolved CARS [40,57–60]. However, only
diatomic molecules like N2 and O2 and some simple triatomic molecules like CO2 have
been measured in detail.
Frequency-resolved point and 1-D fs/ps CARS measurements of CH4 have been
conducted in previous studies [43,47,50], but so far only [47] has performed fs/ps CARS
time-domain measurements. In this work, the CH4 𝜈1 Q-branch was treated as a single
Raman transition and the linewidth was determined for varying mole fractions of CH4
diluted in N2 at atmospheric pressure and ambient temperature. The measured linewidth
was found to be insensitive to the gas mixture composition. However, the time delay scan
was only measured up to 100 ps. Time-domain ps CARS measurements were reported in a
supersonic CH4 jet at rotational temperatures from 25 K to 80 K and a pressure of 5 atm
[61,62]. The Fourier-transform of the simulated frequency-domain spectrum showed good
agreement with the time-domain scan. However, measurements at higher temperatures,
conditions where more rotational lines would be active, have not been conducted.
For ns-CARS measurements of the CH4 𝜈1 Q-branch, the linewidths have been
determined through quantum models [63] and semi-classical calculations [20,21]. Semi3

classical calculations require knowledge of the interaction potential between the binary
collision partners and rely on empirical infrared absorption data from the infrared-active
𝜈3 Q-branch for unavailable 𝜈1 Q-branch parameters. It would be preferable to construct a
simplified linewidth model using a scaling law directly validated by time-domain data
obtained from the 𝜈1 Raman Q-branch across different pressures and temperatures. For the
N2 vibrational Q-branch, the modified exponential gap (MEG) scaling law has been
successfully used for fitting the rotational energy transfer rate matrix from 0-1 atm and 295
K to 2200 K [39]. The MEG scaling parameters were also fitted for pure rotational Sbranch linewidths of N2 and O2 [57,64,65]. In tetrahedral molecules such as SiH4 [66] and
deuterated methane isotopes, CHD3 [67] and CD4 [68], state-to-state rotational energy
transfer rates were measured by infrared double resonance spectroscopy and successfully
fitted using exponential energy gap scaling laws. Therefore, it appears justified to use an
exponential energy gap scaling law as the basis for fitting the linewidths of the rovibrational transitions of the CH4 𝜈1 Q-branch.
In this study, we use the MEG scaling law to approximate the linewidths of the
rotational transitions within the 𝜈1 Q-branch. We use the Raman transition frequencies and
intensities from [23] calculated by the Spherical top data system (STDS) software [69] and
fit measured probe time delay series scanned up to 1.6 ns. These delay scans were
performed at room temperature and pressures ranging from 70 Torr to 500 Torr. This
constrains the pressure dependent terms of the exponential energy gap law. The
temperature dependent terms were determined from high temperature spectra and delay
scans in a tube furnace set to temperatures up to 1000K and pressures from 70 Torr to 600
Torr. The fitted temperatures determined by CH4 were compared against temperatures
determined by simultaneously acquired N2 Q-branch spectra in CH4/N2 mixtures at
temperatures up to 1000 K. Spatially resolved 1-D fs/ps CARS thermometry was also
demonstrated using spectral fits of the CH4 𝜈1 Q-branch. With this set of data, we validate
the CH4 fs/ps CARS model and extend the capabilities of fs/ps CARS to quantitative 1-D
CH4 sensing and thermometry.
2. Computational and experimental methods
2.1 CH4 fs/ps CARS modelling approach
The principles underlying fs/ps CARS modelling in the time and frequency
domains was developed previously [39,49]. Only a brief treatment as well as considerations
for modelling CH4 spectra will be given here. In general, CARS is a third-order optical
nonlinearity, where the pump and Stokes photons match a resonant ro-vibrational energy
level of a molecule. The probe photons scatter off this resonance and the anti-Stokes Raman
photons coherently propagate in the direction determined by the phase-matching conditions
of the experiment. The anti-Stokes photons are then detected as the CARS signal. For fs/ps
CARS, the probe is time-delayed with respect to the pump and Stokes photons. The
intensity of the fs/ps CARS signal can be expressed as a function of time, assuming
instantaneous electronic dephasing [39]:
𝐼𝐶𝐴𝑅𝑆 (𝑡) ∝ |𝑃
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where 𝑃3 (𝑡) is the third-order polarization, 𝐸𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑒 and 𝐸𝑝𝑢𝑚𝑝 are the probe and pump
∗
electric fields, 𝐸𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑘𝑒𝑠
is the complex conjugate of the Stokes electric field, 𝜏12 is the time
delay between the pump and Stokes beams, 𝜏23 is the time delay between the Stokes and
probe beams, and 𝑡2 is an integration variable representing the coherence time scale
between the pump/Stokes and the probe beams. The CARS molecular response, 𝑅𝐶𝐴𝑅𝑆 , can
be written as:
𝑡

1

𝑅𝐶𝐴𝑅𝑆 (𝑡) = ∑𝑣 ∑𝐽 𝐼𝑣,𝐽𝑖→𝑣+1,𝐽𝑓 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (ℏ (𝑖𝛥𝐸𝑣,𝐽𝑖 →𝑣+1,𝐽𝑓 − 2 𝛤𝑣,𝐽𝑖 →𝑣+1,𝐽𝑓 ))

(2)

where 𝐼𝑣,𝐽𝑖→𝑣+1,𝐽𝑓 is the Boltzmann-weighted Raman transition intensity, Δ𝐸𝑣,𝐽𝑖→𝑣+1,𝐽𝑓 is
the energy level difference of the vibrational Raman Q-branch transition, Γ𝑣,𝐽𝑖→𝑣+1,𝐽𝑓 is the
Raman linewidth, 𝑣 is the vibrational quantum number, 𝐽𝑖 is the initial rotational quantum
number, and 𝐽𝑓 is the final rotational quantum number. The Raman transition intensities
were pre-calculated for different temperatures according to the partition function scaling
method from [23]. Note that while 𝑣 + 1 is written as the final vibrational state, CH4 has
four vibrational modes. The notation refers to the vibrational quantum number increase of
the 𝜈1 symmetric stretch vibrational mode, which produces the 𝜈1 vibrational Q-branch
spectra.
The Raman linewidths are calculated using the modified exponential gap law
[70,71]:
𝑇 −𝑛

Γ𝑗𝑖 = 𝑝𝛼 (𝑇 )
0
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(4)
(5)

where Γ𝑗𝑖 is the upward collisional transition from the ith rotational state Ji to the jth
rotational state Jj, Γ𝑖𝑗 is the downward collisional transition of the rotational states from Jj
to Ji, Γ𝑗 is the linewidth of a transition out of rotational energy level Jj, p is the pressure in
Torr, T is the temperature, T0 is the reference temperature set to 295 K, a is a speciesspecific constant set to 2, 𝛼, 𝛽, 𝛿, and 𝑛 are adjustable parameters in the least-squares
fitting, 𝜔𝑣+1 ,𝐽𝑖 and 𝜔𝑣+1,𝐽𝑗 are the frequency terms representing the rotational energy gap.
The rotational energy gap is calculated using the following expression for rotational energy
[17,72]:
𝐸𝐽 = 𝐵𝐽(𝐽 + 1) − 𝐷𝐽2 (𝐽 + 1)2

(6)

where B and D are the rotational and centrifugal constants of CH4 taken from [72] and J is
the rotational quantum number. 𝜔𝑣+1,𝐽𝑖 is calculated using the harmonic oscillator
approximation where it is assumed that the ro-vibrational energy is the sum of separable
rotational and vibrational components. The vibrational energy is calculated from the lower
state vibrational quantum numbers multiplied by the J=0 vibrational frequencies, used in
5

[23] and taken from [73]. Several additional approximations are made in constructing this
linewidth model. The linewidths for the same J but different nuclear spin (A, E, or F), are
assumed to be the same. Double infrared resonance measurements [74,75] suggest that the
rotational relaxation rates of CH4 are similar for different nuclear spins, which to first order
justifies our assumption. However, they are not identical, so this effect can be explored in
the future. In addition, the line width parameters for the hot bands are not determined
separately from those of the ground state. The only differences are in the initial energy
levels used when calculating Eq. (3).
In this study, we use fitting in the time-domain to determine the linewidth
parameters from the MEG model. For every experimental probe delay, the intensity of the
CH4 𝜈1 Q-branch is summed and compared to a simulated library of time delay traces. This
is a similar approach to [76]. From Eq. (3), there are four adjustable parameters: 𝛼, 𝛽, 𝛿
and 𝑛. The first two are optimized using room temperature spectra, with 𝛿 = 1 and 𝑛 = 0.
The latter two are optimized with high temperature spectra. This allows us to only vary two
parameters at a time for calculation of the fitting library and reduce the number of simulated
spectra by at least an order of magnitude. However, with this approach, the high
temperature line widths will have a different functional form from the room temperature
line widths and the two models may not converge. Therefore, the trade-off for only needing
to vary two parameters at a time is that there will be two fitted linewidth models: one
validated at 295 K and another validated from 500-1000 K. Efforts to determine a unified
MEG expression using an expanded parameter spectral library are underway. In addition,
the term 𝑝𝛼 is lumped together in the simulations and later separated by dividing by the
pressure. This again reduces the number of variables needed to create the fitting library.
On the top of Fig. 1, a 295 K and a 1000 K CH4 CARS spectrum are plotted. The
bottom sub-plots of Fig. 1 show the intensities of the individual Raman transitions that
were used to calculate the full fs/ps CARS profile in the top sub-plots. At 295 K, only a
single peak can be seen, since nearly all of the molecules are in the vibrational ground state.
At high temperatures, hot bands arise due to CH4 molecules thermally populated in the 𝜈2 ,
𝜈4 , 2𝜈2 , 2𝜈4 , and 𝜈2 + 𝜈4 vibrational states. These hot bands can be seen to the left of the
ground state peak. The hot bands provide temperature sensitivity to the CH4 Q-branch and
enable thermometry.

Figure 1. Simulated fs/ps CARS spectrum and Raman line intensities of CH4 at 295 K (left)
and 1000 K (right).
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The major challenge in using the original Raman line list from [23] was the
overwhelming number of transitions, over 1.7 million in total. Such a large number of
transitions is not feasible for calculation and fitting of fs/ps CARS spectra in the timedomain, even with a computing cluster. To understand why, one can examine the most
time-consuming step of the calculation, the molecular response function in Eq. (2). In the
exponential term, the transition energy differences and linewidths must be multiplied by
time. If we consider a time vector encompassing 1 ns with 1 fs time steps, that is a length
of 1 million elements. Therefore, the corresponding outer product of the time vector and
1.7 million Raman transitions would result in a 1.7 million by 1 million matrix and easily
exceed the memory limits of available computational resources. Therefore, a filter was
used to only include transitions that were at least 0.3% as intense as the strongest transition,
as seen in Fig. 1. This limited the number of considered lines to 336 at 295 K and 5901 at
1000 K. The cut off was chosen to only include transitions from the vibrational ground
state at 295 K. At 1000 K, the difference in normalized spectra between a 0.001% cut off
and a 0.3% cut off was below 1% in the hot band. To further increase the speed of the
computations, all spectra were calculated on the graphics processing unit (GPU) nodes of
the Adroit high-performance computing cluster at Princeton University. Large matrix
operations, specifically in the calculation of Eq. (2), benefitted from GPU computing. A
single time delay series required approximately 1 to 4 minutes on a single GPU node on
the computing cluster, depending on the number of considered Raman transitions. The
room temperature library contained 11,500 time delay series, and the high temperature
library contained 13,000 time delay series.”
2.2 fs/ps CARS experimental setup and methods
The experimental setup was previously described in detail in [51] with minor
changes to the focusing optics shown in Fig. 2. A brief description will be given here. The
fs/ps CARS setup used a 20 Hz picosecond regenerative amplifier with a 65 ps pulse width
and 6 mJ pulse energy whose oscillator was mode-locked to the oscillator of the 1 kHz fs
Ti:Sapphire regenerative amplifier (Legend Elite, Coherent). The delays between the ps
and fs laser pulses were controlled electronically (PDL-100A, Colby Instruments), and the
maximum delay was limited by the CARS signal-to-noise ratio rather than the equipment
itself. A 1.5 mJ portion of the 50 fs pulses of the Ti:Sapphire regenerative amplifier was
focused into a 1 meter long hollow-core fiber filled with 400 Torr of Ar (Femtolasers). The
fs pulse was spectrally broadened by self-phase modulation and compressed by negatively
chirped mirrors to ~7 fs. The bandwidth of the resultant 0.6 mJ beam was sufficient to
measure both the N2 Q-branch at 2330 cm-1 and the CH4 Q-branch at 2916 cm-1
simultaneously. The fs and ps beams were cylindrically focused to the probe region with
an intersection angle of 5° in a two-beam phase matching configuration. The CARS signal
propagated in the phase matching direction nearly collinear with the probe beam and was
separated using a short pass filter (SP01-561RU-25, Semrock). The CARS signal was
imaged in a 1:1 configuration onto the 50 𝜇𝑚 slit of the spectrometer (iHR 550, Horiba).
A 2400 gr/mm grating dispersed the signal and the CARS spectra was detected using a
water-cooled charge-coupled device (CCD) with 13.5 𝜇𝑚 pixels (Newton 940, Andor).
Dark current was minimized by cooling the CCD to -80°C and the exposure time for each
spectrum was 2 seconds, accumulating for 40 laser shots per image. When necessary at
high pressures, a neutral density filter was placed in front of the slit to increase the dynamic
7

range of the measurement. The neutral-density filter was calibrated by measuring a time
delayed spectrum with and without the filter. This gave an intensity calibration factor to
apply to subsequent time delays. All data was acquired in 1-D and summed across a 1 mm
sheet length during post-processing. Prior to fitting, all spectra were background subtracted
and divided by the non-resonant excitation profile measured in 500 Torr of Ar. For room
temperature experiments, the plasma cell from [51] was used with the electrodes removed.
For the high temperature experiments, an 860 mm long quartz tube with a 57 mm inner
diameter was placed in a tube furnace (Carbolite) and sealed with O-rings in custom
window mounts equipped with gas inlets. The windows were made from N-BK7 and were
cooled by flowing compressed air on the window mounts to keep the temperature of the
mounts below the melting point of the O-ringd s. Gas flows were regulated by mass flow
controllers (MKS) and they were set to 500 SCCM. Using flowing gases ensured that
pyrolysis products did not build up and contaminate the CH4 Q-branch spectrum during
the high temperature measurements. A downstream needle valve was used to set the
pressure. At the highest set point temperature and highest pressure, 1000 K and 600 Torr,
approximately 0.001% of the CH4 will thermally decompose within the reactor residence
time of the gas [77]. For the fs/ps CARS measurements, this was negligible and the
presence of interfering hydrocarbons in the 𝜈1 Q-branch region was not detected

Figure 2. Experimental schematic of the fs/ps CARS setup. CM: concave cylindrical mirror
with f= 400 mm. CL: plano-convex cylindrical lens with f = 400 mm, 400 mm, SL:
spherical plano-convex lens with f = 400 mm. SWP: angle-tuned short wave pass filter.
HWP: half-wave plate.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1 Room temperature measurements and modelling
The time delay traces measured for pure CH4 mixtures at 295 K for pressures
ranging from 70 to 500 Torr are shown in Fig. 3 as well as the fitted simulations. The
parameters 𝛽 and 𝑝𝛼 were varied in a least-squares fitting routine. 𝛽 was determined by
the best fit for 300 Torr and fixed for the other pressures. Excellent agreement was obtained
for time delays up to 500 ps for the pressures below 500 Torr. The coherent beat patterns
matched for most of the cases, indicating that the reduced set of included Raman
frequencies was adequate. However, there was some discrepancy in the fitted curve for 500
Torr from 100 ps to 200 ps. This may be due to the simplified MEG model that was
8

employed to fit the room temperature line widths. Either using more sophisticated
linewidth calculations like semi-classical linewidth calculations or adding a third fitting
variable, 𝛿 , in the fitting routine could improve agreement. Artificially increasing 𝑝𝛼
resulted in a time-domain trace that only captures the initial exponential decay and
underpredicted the measurements at time delays beyond 150 ps. Overall, the fits agree
well, indicating that the time-domain traces could be adequately described without
considering the influence of nuclear spin symmetry. Theoretical modelling for high
pressure CH4 𝜈1 Q-branch CARS linewidths also found that this assumption was sufficient
to describe the linewidths [63].

Figure 3. Experimental 295 K probe delay scans fitted with MEG parameters from
pressures of 70 to 500 Torr.
Interestingly, after dividing the fitted 𝑝𝛼 terms by the pressure, 𝑝, in Torr, the
resulting 𝛼 was not constant. For the 150, 300, and 500 Torr fits, the fitted 𝛼 was within
10% of 4 × 10−4 cm-1/Torr, which was the median fitted 𝛼 for these three pressures.
However, at 70 Torr, the fitted 𝛼 was 5.4 × 10−4 cm-1/Torr, which was 35% larger than
the median 𝛼 for the other pressures. This indicated that 𝛼 was a function of pressure. This
may be because each time delay trace was fitted separately with respect to 𝑝𝛼 which did
not guarantee the same fitted 𝛼 for a given pressure. However, using an 𝛼 of 4 × 10−4 cm1
/Torr for the 70 Torr time delay scan showed worse agreement at long probe delays (see
Supplementary Figure S1). As a result, we used the following expression for 𝛼, in cm1
/Torr, determined by a linear fit to a 𝑝𝛼 vs 𝑝 plot (see Supplementary Figure S2) and
dividing by the pressure:
𝛼 = 5.41 × 10−3 𝑝−1 + 3.85 × 10−4

(7)

Equation (7) implies that at the zero-pressure limit, the product 𝑝𝛼 does not become
zero and therefore the linewidths do not become zero. Similar behavior was observed
previously in [20,63] with the total Q-branch linewidth at room temperature having a near
linear dependence on pressure with a non-zero offset if extrapolated to zero pressure. This
9

is a significant difference from MEG linewidth models of diatomic molecules such as N2
and O2 which assume constant 𝛼.
As further confirmation of this phenomenon, as well as to provide useful data for
future CH4 CARS modelling efforts, the first 150-200 ps of the time delays were fitted with
a single exponential function. The time duration that was fitted was chosen to avoid the
first onset of coherent beating from closely spaced probed Raman transitions. The
exponential time decay constants were extracted from the fits and then converted to
linewidths using the expression Γ𝑣1 = 1/(2𝜋𝑐𝜏𝐶𝐴𝑅𝑆 ), where 𝜏𝐶𝐴𝑅𝑆 is the decay constant.
These linewidths are plotted in Fig. 4 along with a linear fit and the CH4 Q-branch linewidth
determined in [47]. The extrapolated linear fit and the literature value are within 10% and
their respective uncertainty. The relatively large uncertainty in this study was due to the
sparse time steps as compared to [47], since the focus here was on studying long probe
delays rather than the first 100 ps. From Fig. 4, the linear fit to the total Q-branch linewidths
had an R2 > 0.99 and predicted a non-zero linewidth at zero pressure. This is consistent
with a pressure-dependent 𝛼 in the MEG model. However, additional measurements at
pressures lower than 70 Torr are required to completely verify this.

Figure 4. Fitted total Q-branch linewidths from single exponential decays of probe delay
scans as a function of pressure. The atmospheric pressure linewidth from [47] was plotted
along with an extrapolated linear fit.
The effect of the gas mixture was also investigated by substituting 90% of CH4 with
either N2 or Ar at 500 Torr. The time delay traces for these three mixtures are plotted in
Fig. 5. The exponential decays from Fig. 5 were fitted in the same manner as that in Fig.
4. A simulated convolution of the fs pump/Stokes pulse with the 65 ps probe pulse was
plotted as the dashed time profile. The corresponding total Q-branch linewidths are
reported along with the linewidths from Fig. 4 in Table 1. From Table 1, the measured
linewidths of the N2 and Ar mixtures do not vary significantly. Additionally, from Fig. 5,
the influence of the mixture composition is only discernable after a critical probe delay,
approximately 100 ps. At this probe delay, the probe pulse convolution decayed by three
orders of magnitude, indicating that the overlap of the time delay curves at 100 ps was not
dominated by the probe pulse width. This agreed with [47], where the mole fraction of CH4
was varied from 0.1 to 1 in a N2 bath gas and the atmospheric pressure CH4 total Q-branch
linewidth was approximately constant as measured across 100 ps probe delay scans. To
explain this, we need to estimate a time scale that describes the critical probe delay for
collisional partner independence. From gas kinetic theory, the probability of a molecule
not experiencing a collision after time t is exp(−𝑡/𝜏) where 𝜏 is the mean time between
collisions. For instance, at a probe delay of 40 ps in a CH4 gas at 500 Torr, this probability
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is 25% with a mean time between collisions of 140 ps. From the quadratic scaling of CARS
with number density, such a delay ensures that 90% of the original CARS signal survives
collision-free. However, this time scale is shorter than when the time-domain
measurements start to diverge in Fig. 5. On the other hand, the mean time between
collisions estimates a time scale longer than the measured critical probe delay. If the
probability of collisions is increased to 50%, the estimated time scale would be 97 ps. This
corresponds well with the measured critical probe delay in Fig. 5. Since the measurement
at this probe delay is not “collision-free,” we define this time scale as the “collision
sensitivity time”. This is an indication that the influence of collisional partners on the
CARS dephasing is weak, and the measurement does not need to be strictly “collision-free”
for collisional partner independence in the initial dephasing rates. This corresponds well
with the measured critical probe delay marked in Fig. 5. For the measurements in [47], this
time would correspond to around 60 ps. Therefore, most of their measured probe delays
would not be expected to vary significantly with mixture composition. Whether this simple
estimation works for CH4 mixtures with different gases like O2 and CO2 and different
pressures is unknown and would be worth further investigation. As stated in [47],
insensitivity toward gas mixture composition would be beneficial for future quantitative
measurements of CH4 mole fraction. Specifically, this would be an advantage for
measurements in dynamic environments such as ignition events or pulsed non-equilibrium
plasmas, where the collisional environment changes with time.

Figure 5. Probe delay scan of 500 Torr CH4 mixtures. The measured critical probe delay
for collisional partner independence is shaded in red.
Table 1. Total 295 K CH4 𝜈1 Q-branch linewidth from single exponential fits
Mixture

Pressure
(Torr)
70
Pure CH4
150
300
500
10% CH4/90%Ar
500
11

Γ𝜈1 (cm-1)
0.137 ± .016
0.147 ± .016
0.175± .012
0.21± .02
0.158± .02

10%CH4/90%N2

500

0.167± .02

3.2 High temperature measurements and modelling
After determining the best fit 𝛽 and 𝛼, these parameters were kept constant while
𝛿 and 𝑛 were varied in Eq. (3) for the high temperature linewidth model. Keeping 𝛿 = 1
like in the room temperature linewidth model and varying only 𝑛 could not fit the
experimental data. The experimental time delay traces as well as the simulated ones are
plotted in Fig. 6. In Fig. 6, the pressure was kept constant but the temperature setpoint of
the furnace was changed from 500 K to 1000 K. Only the ground state Q-branch intensity
was summed for the time-domain fitting. The least squares-fitting routine simultaneously
fit all of the time delay traces by defining the error function as the sum of the residuals
from all three conditions. From Fig. 6, a good fit was achieved for all three temperatures
up to 200 ps and again, the coherence beating was well-matched across longer time scales.
To confirm that the previously determined pressure dependence still held, time delay traces
measured at a fixed setpoint temperature of 1000 K and pressures from 150 Torr and 600
Torr are compared with the simulations in Fig. 7. The simulated time delay series matched
well for delays up to 200 ps and qualitative agreement was achieved with the coherence
beat pattern. Note, these two conditions were not used in the fit. Therefore, the 150 and
600 Torr measurements served as validation of the high temperature time-domain model.
As in the room temperature time-domain measurements, the single exponential time decays
were converted to linewidths and tabulated in Table 2. From Table 2, the hot band
linewidths were not found to be pressure sensitive. This may indicate that collisions do not
dominate the decay of the hot band region at high temperatures.

Figure 6. Experimental and fitted probe delay scans of heated CH4 at 70 Torr with
temperatures varying from 500 to 1000 K along.
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Figure 7. Probe delay scans of heated CH4 at a 1000 K for pressures of 150 Torr (left) and
600 Torr (right) along with predicted time-domain curves from the MEG fits.
Table 2. Single exponential fits of the CH4 𝜈1 Q-branch at high temperatures.
Pressure
Setpoint
Γ𝜈1 (cm-1)
Γℎ𝑜𝑡 𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑑
(Torr)
temperature (K)
(cm-1)
70
295
0.137 ± .016
70
500
0.11 ± .014
70
800
0.088± .012 0.19± .05
70
1000
0.08± .015 0.18± .03
150
1000
.10± .01
0.17± .03
600
1000*
0.136± .02 0.18± .03
*While the setpoint temperature was 1000 K, the actual temperature at the measurement location was likely
lower by 14% due to increased heat losses at high pressure. See text for details.

With the linewidth parameters determined for the high temperature model,
frequency-domain thermometry could be performed at various time delays. With the large
bandwidth available from the hollow-core fiber, CH4 𝜈1 Q-branch and N2 Q-branch spectra
were simultaneously acquired and fitted for evaluation of temperature. An example fit of
both spectra are plotted in Fig. 8. At 500 Torr and 1000 K set point, the evaluated
temperature was 860 K for the CH4 fit and 850 K for the N2 Q-branch. The instrument
function of the spectrometer was determined by fitting a Gaussian line shape to the rovibrational Raman transitions of the N2 Q-branch spectrum measured at 500 Torr and a
1000 K setpoint. Once determined, this Gaussian line shape was applied to the CH4 Qbranch spectrum for each Raman transition considered. Further comparisons between the
evaluated temperatures are plotted in Fig. 9 for temperature set points of 500 K, 800 K, and
1000 K. Each data point for the CH4 Q-branch was measured at either 0 ps or 50 ps delay,
while the N2 Q-branch temperature was the average of the spectra evaluated at 50 ps and
100 ps delays. The delays for the N2 temperature evaluations were chosen to avoid nonresonant background effects. For CH4, a strong non-resonant background was not observed
even at a delay of 0 ps, possibly due to its relatively large resonant Raman cross-section.
At the highest measured CH4 number density condition, 500 Torr and 295 K, the ratio
between the resonant and non-resonant signals was at most 0.025% (see Supplementary
Figure S3). Additionally, at such a large Raman shift and weak non-resonant background
amplitude, the background would be nearly flat in the frequency domain and would not
significantly impact the thermometry results. However, if the non-resonant background
were strong, then coherent interferences due to phase offsets from the resonant signal
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would become apparent in the frequency domain. Fig. 9 shows that the CH4 Q-branch
evaluated temperatures were consistent with those obtained from the N2 Q-branch. For the
lowest and highest setpoints, the discrepancy was within 4%. At the N2 temperature of 730
K, the discrepancy was 8 and 17 %. This may be due to the hot band linewidths being
inadequately modelled at this temperature, since the hot band linewidths were not
separately fitted. A more detailed linewidth model with separate MEG parameters for the
ground state Q-branch and the hot band could result in a more accurate temperature
measurement.
A similar comparison with N2 Q-branch measurements was previously shown with
ns-CARS [21]. Differences between the two spectral regions was below 4% for
temperatures under 1200 K, while a significant discrepancy was found in temperatures
above 1200 K when using a flame. From [21], one suggested explanation was that the
measured locations were not the exact same within their flame, since N2 and CH4 were
measured separately. With the supercontinuum 7 fs pulse used in this study, simultaneous
thermometry from both the CH4 and N2 Q-branches would resolve that difficulty. In
addition, simultaneous thermometry can be used for studying molecular energy transfer
with N2 and CH4, such as in studies of hypersonic atmospheric entry of Saturn’s largest
moon, Titan [78].

Figure 8. Simultaneously acquired CH4 and N2 Q-branch spectra at 500 Torr and 1000 K
setpoint in a 10% CH4 and 90% N2 mixture.
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Figure 9. Comparison between the evaluated temperatures from the CH4 Q-branch and N2
Q-branch in 500 Torr, 10% CH4 and 90% N2 mixtures. Uncertainties in the N2 Q-branch
temperatures are shown as horizontal error bars.

Figure 10. Example fitted CH4 Q-branch spectra in pure CH4 at 70 Torr and 600 Torr using
a 1000 K furnace setpoint. The intensity axis used log scaling to emphasize the hot band
structure.
The good agreement between the CH4 Q-branch and N2 Q-branch measurements
indicated that the heated cell was not ideal. The evaluated temperatures and the set point
temperatures were different by 10 to 25%. Unfortunately, using the same cylindrical
focusing optics as in [51] meant that the probe volume was not exactly in the center of the
tube furnace and was outside the uniform temperature region specified by the
manufacturer. Therefore, heat loss toward the exposed windows of the cell could have
caused a discrepancy between the set point temperature and the measured temperature.
However, this was only a significant problem at the highest pressures, 500 and 600 Torr,
measured in this study. In Fig. 10, example spectra and fits of the 70 Torr and 600 Torr
pure CH4 mixtures at 1000 K are plotted. To emphasize the hot band structure, the
temperature axis used log scaling. The dip in the intensity around 2914 cm-1 is likely due
to using a Gaussian line shape for the spectrometer instrument function rather than a Voigt
profile. However, since the N2 Q-branch was fit satisfactorily with a Gaussian line shape,
the same instrument function was applied to the CH4 Q-branch spectrum for consistency.
The 70 Torr fitted temperature was 940 K, while the 600 Torr fitted temperature was 860
K. Therefore, at 70 Torr, the difference in measured and setpoint temperature was 6%,
while at 600 Torr it was 14%, more than a factor of two larger. This indicates that the timedomain fitting using the set point temperatures as the input parameter at 70 Torr was valid,
but some caution should be taken when evaluating the 600 Torr results.
While measurements at atmospheric pressure were not conducted, the pressure
linearity of the linewidths indicate that the current fs/ps CH4 CARS model should be valid
up to atmospheric pressure. However, measurements beyond atmospheric pressure will
likely require the incorporation of line mixing effects [79] as demonstrated in a high
pressure CH4 ns- CARS study [80]. Use of short probe pulses with pulse widths ranging
from 2 to 6 ps like in [57,81] may allow fs/ps CH4 CARS measurements at pressures of 20
atm or more
3.3 Spatially resolved 1-D CH4 𝜈1 Q-branch thermometry
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The potential for 1-D measurements as well as to illustrate the radial homogeneity
of the heated cell is shown in Fig. 11. In Fig. 11, a spatially resolved 1-D profile of the
temperatures were fit for each spatial location. The camera pixels were summed such that
each binned pixel corresponded to approximately 40 𝜇𝑚 like in [51]. The spatially
averaged temperature measurement is plotted as the dashed line and the 1-D temperature
profile is within ± 5% of the dashed line. The shaded areas in Fig. 11 are the standard
deviations of the temperatures evaluated from each of the 50 measured frames. While this
is not a single-shot histogram, it provides a measure of precision of the 1-D measurement.
The standard deviation is larger near the edges of the laser sheet due to the limited SNR
from the spatial profile of the pump/Stokes beam.

Fig. 11. Spatially resolved 1-D temperature profile within the tube furnace at 600
Torr and 1000 K set point. The shaded error bars are the standard deviations of
temperatures evaluated from 50 single images taken with 2 second exposures. The
dashed line is the mean spatially integrated temperature evaluated from Fig. 10.
The spatial resolution of the fs/ps CARS measurement in this work was
approximately 0.04 mm x 0.04 mm x 0.5 mm with a crossing angle of 5 degrees. In the 600
Torr, 1000 K setpoint measurement, a single frame had 105 counts on the ground state peak
and 4000 counts on the largest hot band peak. Converted to a single shot signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) by dividing by 40 laser shots results in a single shot SNR of 2500 and 100,
respectively. Detection with an intensified CCD (ICCD) or electron multiplying CCD
(EMCCD) would increase the SNR by up to 1000. The SNR is highly dependent on the
mole fraction of CH4 in the probe region as well as the pressure, temperature, and beam
interaction length. We estimate CH4 thermometry should be possible with an ICCD or
EMCCD at CH4 mole fractions of 1% at atmospheric pressure. However, this is dependent
on the temperature and correspondingly the CH4 hot band intensity. Additional
improvements to the setup such as higher bandwidth femtosecond pulses or higher probe
pulse energies could push this detection limit even further. To achieve spatial resolution
like that of the spontaneous Raman scattering experiments in [27], doubling of the beam
crossing angle would be required. This would reduce the signal by at least a factor of 4 and
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raise the detection limit by a factor of 2. This trade-off between spatial resolution and signal
level is inherent to the CARS diagnostic. The SNR can be improved by increasing the
interaction path length, limited only by the coherence length in the case of collinear beams
[31].
4. Conclusions and outlook
In this work, we have developed and validated a time dependent CH4 fs/ps CARS
model with experimental probe delay scans for pressures ranging from 70 to 600 Torr and
temperatures ranging from 295 K to 1000 K. To our knowledge, this is the first timedomain fs/ps CARS model for a hydrocarbon molecule as well as the first model for a
molecule larger than CO2 [82,83]. The experimental and modelled time delay traces
matched well for delays up to 500 ps at 295 K and 200 ps at higher temperatures. At later
delays, the coherence beating was qualitatively matched. Exploration of different linewidth
models such as energy corrected sudden scaling law (ECS) and use of a more detailed MEG
model could improve the fits at later time delays. In addition, fitting the ground state and
hot band linewidths separately could be explored to improve the temperature retrieval
accuracy. The effect of collisional partner was demonstrated to be negligible for early
probe delays before the characteristic molecular collision time. The effect of collisional
partner was demonstrated to be negligible for early probe delays. Differences in pure CH 4
and CH4 mixtures with N2 and Ar were found to appear only after 100 ps, and a “collision
sensitivity time” was defined based on the measured time scale. This time scale was found
to be longer than the “collision-free” time but shorter than the mean time between
collisions. All time delay scans measured in this study were fit with a decaying exponential
function and the total Q-branch linewidths was extracted and tabulated to facilitate future
linewidth modelling efforts. Furthermore, we have demonstrated the ability to perform
thermometry in the frequency-domain with the CH4 𝜈1 Q-branch using fs/ps CARS and
found that the fitted temperatures corresponded well with those simultaneously measured
from the N2 Q-branch. However, only three high temperature set points were used.
Additional measurements at different temperatures, particularly at flame temperatures
exceeding 1000 K, would help improve and quantify the accuracy of the CH4 fs/ps CARS
thermometry.
1-D fs/ps CARS thermometry using the CH4 Q-branch was also demonstrated. The
developed model and experimental apparatus described in this work can be readily applied
to situations that require localized spatially resolved 1-D measurements of CH4.
Applications such as catalytic reforming of CH4 could leverage the ability of fs/ps CARS
to measure within 50 𝜇𝑚 of a solid surface [50]. Furthermore, common molecules used
for thermometry such as N2 or O2 may not be in the gas mixture. For instance, chemical
looping oxidation of CH4 does not have any N2 or O2 present in the gas phase for synthesis
of syngas and carbon sequestration [84]. In addition, at high temperatures, the relatively
large Raman cross-section of CH4 could help overcome sensitivity limits from reductions
in density. As a result, probing CH4 for quantification of concentration and temperature
would be both necessary and advantageous. Finally, with this model, non-equilibrium
vibrational distribution functions of CH4 like in [23] may be able to be detected and
quantified with 1-D fs/ps CARS imaging. The role of vibrational excitation in plasma
catalysis is not well-understood [6,85], and future near-surface measurements would be
important for further developments in this area.
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